SCOPE OF DISASTER SCENARIO
ROLES
ALLISON
RED CROSS (6), including 3 with HELICOPTERS / responsible for moving patients
and supplies to hospitals
UN (Alberto) is responsible for communications + coordination
CIVILIANS/VICTIMS (12) All have various needs
HOSPITAL STAFF (Malin + Tisa) responsible for admitting or rejecting victims
depending on whether they have required supplies and beds
FOREIGN AID (Kelly) – manages supplies of blood, water, medicine
UN briefing sheet
The UN is responsible for coordinating relationship between Red Cross and
Hospitals. For example, UN is responsible for advising Red Cross to prepare for
disaster by moving supplies from foreign aid to hospitals. Responsible for
communicating information to all teams.
Red Cross briefing sheet
RED CROSS is responsible for assisting victims by transporting them to hospitals
for medical services. Hospitals must have supplies in order to treat victims, and
RED CROSS is responsible for transporting supplies (water, medicine, blood) from
foreign aid station to hospitals. Lives are not saved until you successfully admit
victims to hospitals. Victims can only be admitted to hospitals if they have the
required supplies. After a victim is admitted to a hospital, they need to text for a
new victim identity.
Civilian briefing sheet
Civilians are civilians until you receive a text indicating that you are victims.
Victims may need blood, water, medicine, or some combination of the three. If
you are a Spanish-speaking victim, you must only speak Spanish to
communicate your needs. As a victim, you will (hopefully) receive assistance
from the Red Cross. The Red Cross will transport you to a hospital for support.
You cannot take yourself to the hospital; you will not be admitted. After you are
successfully admitted to a hospital, you can text for additional information
about your next victim identity. If you die, please sit down to indicate you can
no longer participate.

Hospital briefing sheet (Malin, Spanish // Tisa, no Spanish)
The hospital is responsible for admitting or rejecting patients. You can only
admit patients when you can accommodate their needs (blood, water or
medicine) and language (English or Spanish). You cannot admit a patient if
you do not have the required supplies. If you don’t have the required supplies,
you need to inform the Red Cross to get more supplies from foreign aid. You
cannot admit a patient if you have run out of beds, and must turn the victim
away. You can advise that they visit the other hospital. Your responsibility is to
keep track of the number of lives saved (victims admitted to your hospital) by
placing a happy face sticker on your index card for every victim admitted. The
grid represents hospital beds; once they are full, you must turn away patients.
Scenario ends when/if both hospitals close or can no longer serve victims. You
must inform Allison OR the UN (Alberto). Hospital cannot accept supplies from
the Red Cross if the supplies are not transported by a helicopter.
Foreign Aid briefing sheet (Kelly)
RED CROSS will collect supplies from FOREIGN AID. They can only transport two
supplies (two waters, two bloods, two medicines, or any combination of 1+1) at
a time. Only RED CROSS can transport supplies. All supplies must go to hospitals.
RED CROSS cannot pick up supplies unless they are accompanied by a physical
helicopter. Do not give supplies to RED CROSS if they do not have a helicopter.

Create a map illustrating foreign aid, hospitals, helipads, red cross station, and
victim locations (school, homes)
Photocopy map + briefing sheets
Assign reading, evaluate blog post for potential problems
ID roles
BEGIN
ALLISON texts CIVILIANS to meet downstairs with Dylan (can set up anywhere,
together or separate, in the triangle), wait for further instructions
wait
ALLISON texts RED CROSS to meet at HQ (statue), with map (flag?) and 3
helicopters
ALLISON texts HOSPITALS to establish stations in separate corners, with map and
index card with dot stickers to represent saved lives and available beds. Inform
Malin that her hospital can serve both English and Spanish-speaking patients.
FOREIGN AID and UN leave, with maps and supplies (water, medicine, blood)
ALLISON calls UN to inform that Hurricane will strike in 3 minutes, must inform RED
CROSS to begin transporting supplies to hospitals.
UN doesn’t know who the RED CROSS is, or who’s in charge, but knows where
their HQ is from map
UN tells RED CROSS in person or via text that hurricane is happening and that
helicopters should prepare by transporting supplies from foreign aid to
HOSPITALS. RED CROSS should refer to briefing doc to determine how to move
these supplies, or can ask UN.
RED CROSS doesn’t know where HOSPITALS are but refers to map to figure out.
Transports supplies to both HOSPITALS with helicopters, two at a time.
ALLISON begins to text civilians to inform them that they have some
combination of needs: Either blood, water and/or medicine. Some victims may
only speak Spanish and must receive treatment at a Spanish-speaking hospital.
They must wait for assistance from the Red Cross.
ALLISON tells UN that Hurricane has caused massive flooding and victims are
spread throughout the disaster site. They may need blood, water, medicine, or
all three. Some victims only speak Spanish and therefore need Spanish-

speaking RED CROSS and a Spanish-speaking HOSPITAL. UN must share this
information with RED CROSS and assist with coordination of relief efforts.
Reminder: VICTIMS are rescued when a Red Cross volunteer picks them up and
ensures that they have been accepted at a hospital.
RED CROSS will begin rescuing victims by picking them up individually and
taking them to HOSPITALS.
UN should monitor distribution of supplies.
ALLISON tells UN that RED CROSS is overworked and every RED CROSS volunteer
now requires a water bottle. RED CROSS can retrieve water bottles from
HOSPITALS or from FOREIGN AID. Every RED CROSS member must have a water
bottle on them at all times.
UN shares this message with RED CROSS.
RED CROSS retrieves water bottles.
Additional obstacles:
Hurricane has caused electricity + cell coverage to go out. No electronic
communication is possible – all communication must happen in person.
Require that some victims must find each other (ie, mother + daughter, ex
Yazmin + Tisa) before being admitted to hospital

